
Elite 9 



Try a few rows of Euro weave instantly add colour length or 
thickness. Green method no resin, very kind to the natural hair. 



A few rows of euro weaving hair extension, added for hair thickness 
and length 



Elite 9 weaving hair extensions, suitable for all hair types. 
Specialising in Afro and European hair extensions 







Remy silky straight, hair as been curled 





Remy hair can be worn silky straight or curly, or why not try the 
euro body wave. 





This client as asked for body wave 20inch Remy hair in colour 
18/22.  



Micro ring Elite 9 hair extension, no resin. Chosen hair colour 18/22 
length 20inch, hair texture Remy body wave. 



Add highlights or low lights with no, colouring. Micro ring hair 
extension application .Green method no resign, braiding or glue.  







Clients hair before application, lace units can be added to change 
your complete look. 



Lace toupee are integrated non surgical lace units. They can be 
added to your natural hair, coving hair loss or baldness. 



Lace toupee can be worn up or down, and are integrated with your 
natural hair. Choose your own colour, style and texture. 



Full lace units are customised and hand made, choose your own colour, style, 
length and hair texture. Order time for customised lace units are from 4-8 

weeks. 



Preparation for your full lace wig application 



This is the full lace unit applied, the texture is natural body wave, 
the colour is colour 2. the length is 12 inch 



The afro lace toupee for men, the crown area. Your unit will arrive, un- cut, we 
apply it then style your unit to your own unique style. You can choose your 

hair curly texture. 



The afro men's toupee as been, fitted, cut and styled 



Full lace units are fabulous for balding hair. 



Lace unit as arrived un cut, and is ready to be applied cut and styled 



We have applied the euro weave hair extension to cover balding 
area. 



The Euro weave hair extension is used only within the crown area. 



Please remember the Euro weave can be used to create any desired style add 
length, cover baldness, for thickness, highlights and  lowlights. Euro weave is a  

Green methods no glue resin 





The lace units, can be made using a variety of hair texture. For afro Caribbean 
hair, we would recommend yaki texture or brazilin body wave. This unit is yaki 

texture, the colour is colour 2, the length 10inch 



Lace toupee are designed to fit balding areas, they are integrated units, that are 
worn with the natural hair. Choose your colour, style length and texture. Order 

process time 4-8 weeks 



Texture loose curl, colour 2/3 evenly mixed, 100 % Remy hair.  
Order process time 4-8 weeks 





The lace toupee is colour 1b/2 evenly mixed, the hair texture is European silky 
straight. The lace style with a bang uncut, hair density is the thickness of the 

lace toupee which as been made 150%. This is extra thickness of hair. 



Choose you own unique, colour style, texture and hair length. You can 
choose Remy silky straight, Brazilian Remy. your choice is endless. 



European silky straight full lace wig with bang. The colour is colour ¾ 
evenly mixed. The hair texture is remy silky straight, the length is 8inch. 



How to dread for fashion, add any colour for that funky look. This 
method can be worn up to 3 months, no damage to natural hair 



Are you ready for your prom? looking to add 
colour/length/thickness /straight hair or curly first choice Elite 9  



















This is a full head weave for afro Caribbean hair types. The texture is yaki 
Remy hair. We have created a full head weave and cut in a full bob style, with a 

full bang. The colour is colour 1 jet black. 



Looking to learn our proven hair extension methods, Elite 9 famous 
5 hair extensions courses. 



Learn our to weave hair extensions, creating colour, length or 
thickness. 



We can come to you, in your home environment or business. To deliver 
one to one training on one of the Elite 9 famous 5 training courses 


